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Many software development processes such as Agile and Lean focus on the delivery of working software that meets the needs of the end users. Many of these development processes help teams respond to unpredictability through incremental, iterative work cadences and through empirical feedback. There is a commitment to quickly deliver reliable working software that has the highest value to the those using or benefiting from the software. This can be done reliably if there is time taken to build confidence into the process and architecture. Continuous integration and delivery has been incorporated into many successful Agile processes. DevOps as a software engineering practice unifies software development (Dev) and software operation (Ops). To assist with quality delivery in these practices you need to provide a quality “Delivery Pipeline” to help assure the delivery meets the requirements and proper validation and checks are done before integration or release. This paper will focus on the “Delivery Pipeline” as a practice that can help sustain Delivering Value with Confidence.
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Introduction

There are many proven practices that are used during development to help sustain delivery at a good pace while maintaining confidence in the system. Some of these are related to Agile or Lean practices such as short delivery cycles, good testing, clean code, and continuous integration. Small delivery size with regular feedback through incremental releases has proven itself over the years and has become the de-facto standard for most agile practices. Delivery smaller pieces getting regular feedbacks so that adjustments can be made of problems noted earlier and fixed. Also keeping your code clean by including refactoring and evolving your architecture has become accepted as a key principle of most agile practices.

However blindly following Agile practices isn’t sufficient to help sustain delivering quality software at a good pace with confidence. Quite often system qualities, such as reliability, scalability, or performance, are overlooked or simplified until late in the development process, thus causing time delays due to extensive refactoring and rework of the software design required to correct quality flaws. There are other practices that can help with this, such as reflection time, finding way to improve, and building quality into the process and product from the start [YWA, YW, YWW].

Continuous Integration and Delivery has become the defacto standard for most Agile and Lean processes. Many of these development processes help teams respond to unpredictability through incremental, iterative work cadences and through empirical feedback. Regular delivery of reliable working software that has the highest value to the those using or benefiting from the software is becoming more important for the success of many companies. Note that the first principle behind the Agile manifesto is: "our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software." That has lead to the acceptance of DevOps which advocates automation and monitoring at all steps of software construction, from integration, testing, releasing to deployment.

We previously outlined “Slack Time” as a core pattern for Delivering Value with Confidence. However there are many other practices to help with confidence. If we deploy software more frequently, it is important to ensure stability and reliability in our systems. The goal is to be able to safely and quickly release our software in a sustainable way. Continuous Delivery and DevOps have focused on both automation and team practices that can help with this. Automation and a good pipeline that gives confidence has proven invaluable to help sustain delivery with confidence. This paper will focus on the “Delivery Pipeline” pattern as a key practice to help sustain Fast Delivery with Confidence.
Quality Delivery Pipeline

“I come back to the same thing: We've got the greatest pipeline in the company's history in the next 12 months, and we've had the most amazing financial results possible over the last five years, and we're predicting being back at double-digit revenue growth...” — Steve Ballmer

Continuous Integration (CI) has become a key factor for most software development teams as a means to safely evolve the code ensuring that we have not broken anything that we have to interact with. A step to be successful with this is to setup servers and scripts for continuous integration. Continuous Delivery is an extension of this by taking the automatic or semi-automatic promotion of builds and process them into something that can be delivered.

Continuous Delivery is explicitly mentioned in the first of the 12 principles of Agile; “Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.” The goal is to take changes from version control to production by making deployment to different environments as automated and as quick as possible (hopefully within minutes).

How can we create a process that helps us deploy quickly and safely getting feedback during the process?

❖ ❖ ❖

Businesses can get very busy trying to meet the requirements where there is barely time, resources or people to do what is needed to keep a project afloat.

Building and releasing into production environments can be tedious and error prone.

Automating the testing and deployment process is challenging and requires a lot of expertise.

Lack of validation or testing of your release can be dangerous and costly.

❖ ❖ ❖

Therefore, develop and automate a quality delivery pipeline. This pipeline needs to be composed of steps to get and build the current version, run various validations on the build, and when successfully validated push the build into a staging or production environment.

Figure 1 outlines the core of what a minimum pipeline should be. In a sense it is analogous to pipes and filters where each step in the pipeline is a quality filter such as code quality,
technical debt, security, etc. It is important that the pipeline be small and fast, instead of long and slow.

![Diagram of a delivery pipeline](https://www.slideshare.net/JulienSIMON5/aws-codecommit-codedeploy-codepipeline)

**Figure 1: Minimum Delivery Pipeline**

Note that the minimum pipeline must get the code and build it, usually some form of testing is done such as unit testing, then if successful the build can be pushed into either a staging environment for QA testing and into the production environment. Although this minimum pipeline works it is not “ideal” and does not give confidence as there can be many issues with the release. It is important if we want to deliver with confidence that we validate important qualities before releasing into production. Also, Automating As you Go [ref] makes it so the process is quicker, can be done more easily, and is less error prone.

### “Ideal” Quality Pipeline

A pipeline that offers more confidence would add involved testing steps and also validate important qualities. Some of these qualities might be code quality while others might be security, performance, or other architectural qualities. The following is an example of a more complete quality pipeline:

**Build (Clone/Clean/Build) -> Test (unit/integration/contract) -> Code Quality (Sonar/CodeMetrics/TestCoverage/Fortify) -> Deploy QA (DB/App) -> Tests (Smoke/Acceptance/Full Integration/Manual) -> Sandbox -> Pre-healthTest (Trap Monitor) -> Deploy Blue/Green -> Health Smoke Tests -> Staged Release (limited impact) -> Full Deploy -> Notifications**

* Item in “red” are optional steps and are useful for confidence

Note that validating the dependencies are healthy through a pre-health test before release minimized potential issues when going into a production environment. Building Monitors as

---

part of the release and include as part of the pipeline is key (trap monitor can be used as a good default monitor).

Related patterns/practices to gain confidence and assist with a quality pipeline:

- Small Incremental Releases (keep releasing small changes into production)
- Automate as you go (automate what you can as soon as you can)
- Continuous Inspection (getting regular feedback)
- Blue/Green (Separate Deployment from Release)
- Staged Releases (first in a safe environment and spread out)
- Health Checks (Smoke Tests to make sure things are ok)

Summary

DevOps has become popular as a methodology that combines software development with deployment and operations with an overall goal of delivering value more frequently and with confidence. Having a *Quality Delivery Pipeline* is key to being able to reliably deliver quickly and with confidence. This paper outlined the beginning principles of that are part of a good delivery pipeline.

A good pipeline breaks down the software delivery process into various stages that focus on verifying the quality of the system before release. This can be from validating functionality to verifying code quality and ensuring certain system qualities such as security and performance are being met. The pipeline provides visibility to the team and everyone involved in delivering and maintaining the system. A minimum pipeline should include: build, test, quality checks, and deployment verification.
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